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Abstract:

This paper is concerned with introducing a direction of arrival estimation (DOA) estimation algorithm that is independent of the bandwidth of the intercepted signals. The proposed algorithm offers a modification to most subspace based DOA estimation algorithms that depend basically on narrowband signals assumption. The basic idea of this modification is the replacement of conventional correlation matrix by a cyclic one. This modification enables the proposed algorithm to deal with both narrowband and wideband signals. In addition, this algorithm requires only that the interference signals are cyclically uncorrelated with SOI. This condition is easier to be achieved than uncorrelation condition that is required by conventional algorithms. Computer simulations using an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel show that the proposed DOA estimation algorithm succeeds to estimate DOAs of the SOI and interference signals at 10 dB signal to noise ratio and -3 dB signal to interference ratio.

I-Introduction:

Generally, the performance of the spatial structure DOA estimation algorithms that depend on knowing spatial antenna array information are limited by the accuracy of that information and...
the number of array elements [1]. Also, temporal structure DOA estimation algorithms that depend on restoring a temporal property of the intercepted signals do not make explicit use of the available knowledge of spatial structure of the antenna array. The proposed DOA estimation algorithm combines spatial structure information of the array and temporal structure information of the intercepted signals. Thus, the proposed algorithm is considered as a spatial temporal process. Multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm is used as a type of subspace based algorithms [1]. Cyclostationarity property based algorithms are used as the temporal part of the proposed algorithm. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is called cyclic MUSIC algorithm. Conventional cyclic subspace algorithms were based on the assumption that all incident signals on the array have narrow bandwidth otherwise their performance degrades as the signals bandwidths increase. However, it will be shown that proposed cyclic MUSIC algorithm is robust for DOA estimation of both narrowband and wideband signal of interest (SOI) or interference signals. If all incident interference signals on the array are mutually cyclically uncorrelated with SOI, the spatial spectrum of cyclic MUSIC algorithm produces only one peak that corresponds to SOI direction. However, in presence of mutually cyclically correlated signals, the proposed algorithm can determine only DOAs of the SOI and its cyclically correlated signals.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a simple uniform linear array (ULA) data model for analysis study. At first, a short description of the basic concepts of cyclostationarity process is introduced. Then, a more general data model is presented, followed by introducing the proposed algorithm for DOA estimation. To understand the difference between the existing cyclic algorithms and the proposed one, a brief description of the existing algorithms is presented and compared with the proposed cyclic MUSIC algorithm. The simulation results and discussions are given in section III. Finally, the conclusions are provided in section IV.

II- Uniformly Spaced Linear Array Data Model

A- Basic concepts of cyclostationarity process

Cyclostationarity is a physical phenomenon that describes a probabilistic model for certain random data that involves certain periodicity model. For example, the utilized signal periodicity in communication telemetry, radar, and sonar arises from sampling, scanning, modulation, multiplexing, and coding operations. There is more than one definition of cyclostationarity. First, a signal, \( x(t) \), is said to be cyclostationary in a wide sense if its mean, \( m_x(t) \), and autocorrelation, \( R_x(t,u) \),are periodic with the same period, \( T_p \).

\[
m_x(t+T_p) = m_x(t) \quad (1)
\]

\[
R_x(t+T_p, u+T_p) = R_x(t,u) \quad (2)
\]

for all \( t \) and \( u \) where \( m_x(t) = E\{x(t)\} \) and \( R_x(t,u) = E\{x(t)x^*(t+u)\} \). The autocorrelation function can be re-expressed as:

\[
R_x(t+\tau/2, t-\tau/2) = E\{x(t+\tau/2)x^*(t-\tau/2)\} \quad (3)
\]
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where \( t \) and \( \tau \) are independent time variables. Thus, \( R_x(t + \tau/2, t - \tau/2) \) is periodic in time with period \( T_p \neq 0 \) for each value of \( \tau \). It is assumed that the Fourier series representation for this periodic function converges such that \( R_x \) can be expressed as [2]:

\[
R_x(t + \tau/2, t - \tau/2) = \sum_{\alpha} R_x^\alpha(\tau) e^{j2\pi \alpha \tau} \tag{4}
\]

for which \( \{R_x^\alpha(\tau)\} \) are the Fourier series coefficients and they are given by:

\[
R_x^\alpha(\tau) = \frac{1}{T_p} \int_{-T_p/2}^{T_p/2} R_x(t + \tau/2, t - \tau/2) e^{-j2\pi \alpha \tau} dt \tag{5}
\]

\( R_x^\alpha(\tau) \) is called cyclic autocorrelation function with cyclic frequency \( \alpha \). This cyclic frequency ranges over all integer multiples of the \( j \)th parameter of periodicity, \( j/T_s \), (such as carrier frequency, baud rate, and their sums and differences) [2] where \( j \) takes an integer value. If conjugate operation is removed from (3), then by substituting in (5), the cyclic correlation is called conjugate cyclic correlation \( R_x^\alpha(\tau) \). There are some signals that have both nonzero cyclic and nonzero conjugate cyclic correlations such as BPSK signals [2, 3].

More generally, a non-stationary signal \( x(t) \) is said to exhibit cyclostationarity if there exist a cyclic frequency \( \alpha \) for which \( R_x^\alpha(\tau) \) is not identically zero. Note that, for a stationary signal \( R_x^\alpha(\tau) \) will be zero for all nonzero \( \alpha \).

Another definition of cyclostationarity is to let \( U(t) \) and \( V(t) \) be the frequency shift versions of \( x(t) \).

\[
U(t) = x(t) e^{-j2\pi \alpha t} \tag{6}
\]

\[
V(t) = x(t) e^{j2\pi \alpha t} \tag{7}
\]

The time averaged cross correlation can be defined as [2, 3]:

\[
< R_{UV} > (\tau) = \lim_{T_p \to \infty} \frac{1}{T_p} \int_{-T_p/2}^{T_p/2} U(t + \tau/2) V^*(t - \tau/2) dt = R_x^\alpha(\tau) \tag{8}
\]

where \( < \mathbf{R} > \) denotes the time average of \( \mathbf{R} \). Therefore, the cyclic autocorrelation of the signal \( x(t) \) is simply the time average cross correlation between the two frequency shift versions of this signal \( x(t) \). This reveals that a signal exhibits cyclostationarity in wide sense only if there exists correlation between some frequency shift versions of that signal. Thus, signals that use either a different carrier frequencies or different symbol rates will have different spectral correlation functions even though they might occupy the same bandwidth. Assuming that several signals with different spectral correlation functions are impinging on an antenna array, it is possible to construct a linear combiner that nulls out the unwanted signals by using only the selectivity contained in the cyclic frequencies [4, 5].
One major drawback of using only the temporal cyclic approach for DOA estimation is the fact that different symbol rates and / or different carrier frequencies are needed for separating multiple superimposed signals. However, in most communication systems, all users have the same symbol rates. Thus, it is desired to exploit the spatial information in order to separate between those superimposed signals. Subsection B introduces the data model of the intercepted signal by a ULA array. Subsection C presents a brief description of conventional cyclic subspace algorithms that exploit cyclostationarity property for DOA estimation. Subsection D presents the proposed cyclic subspace algorithm, which is independent on the bandwidth of the intercepted signals.

B- Data model

Consider an \( M \)-elements ULA array, which are equally spaced by a distance \( d \). Moreover, there are a (known / estimated) number of signals \( s_i(t), \ldots, s_q(t) \) [1, 6] all centered on a known frequency, \( f_c \). These signals are impinging on the \( M \)-elements antenna array with DOAs \( \phi_i \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, q \). Thus, any intercepted signal by the \( i^{th} \) element of the array is a superposition of the complex envelope of all the impinging signals, \( \tilde{s}_i(t) \forall k = 1, 2, \ldots, q \), and a noise signal, \( \tilde{n}_i(t) \), of variance \( \sigma_n^2 \) and has (AWGN) distribution. Therefore, the intercepted signal on the \( i^{th} \) element of the array is given by:

\[
x_i(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{q} \tilde{s}_k(t + \frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \phi_k) + \tilde{n}_i(t) \quad \forall i = 1, 2, \ldots, M
\]

If all the \( s_i(t) \) are narrowband with the same center frequency, \( f_c \), then (9) can be approximated as [1]:

\[
x(t) \approx \sum_{i=1}^{q} a(\phi_i) \tilde{s}_i(t) + n(t)
\]

where \( a(f_c, \phi_i) \) is the steering vector of the \( i \)th incident signal with DOA \( \phi_i \):

\[
a(f_c, \phi_i) = \begin{bmatrix}
1 \\
\frac{-j2\pi f_c d \sin(\phi_i)}{\lambda} \\
\vdots \\
\frac{-j2\pi f_c (M-1)d \sin(\phi_i)}{\lambda}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

In matrix notation, (10) becomes

\[
x(t) = A(f_c, \phi)s(t) + n(t)
\]

where \( A(f_c, \phi) \) is the \( M \times q \) matrix of the steering vectors

\[
A(f_c, \phi) = [a(\phi_1), \ldots, a(\phi_q)]^T
\]

\( n(t) \) is the complex envelope vector of an AWGN signals along the array elements,
\[ n(t) = [\tilde{n}_1(t), \ldots, \tilde{n}_M(t)]^T \]  
(14)

and \( s(t) \) is the complex envelope vector of the incident signals

\[ s(t) = [\tilde{s}_1(t), \ldots, \tilde{s}_q(t)]^T \]  
(15)

It is noted that (12) represents the most commonly used narrowband input data model.

**C - Conventional cyclic subspace algorithms**

In this subsection, a brief summary of the cyclic subspace algorithms for DOA estimation is presented. The cyclic subspace algorithms use the following assumptions:

A1: \( q \) source signals are mutually cyclically uncorrelated. This means that cyclic cross correlation of any pair of source signals is zero at each cyclic frequency \( \alpha \) of interest. i.e.

\[ R_{s_i s_j}^a(\tau) = 0 \quad \forall \ i, j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, q\}; \ i \neq j \]

Note that, this condition is weaker than requiring mutually uncorrelated sources because uncorrelated signals are always cyclically uncorrelated while cyclically uncorrelated signals can be mutually correlated [3, 4].

A2: There exist \( d_a \leq q \) source signals sharing the same cyclic frequency \( \alpha \), where \( \alpha \) is known or estimated [5]. Thus, there exist only \( d_a \) mutually cyclically correlated signals have cyclic frequency \( \alpha \) i.e. \( R_{s_i s_i}^a(\tau) \neq 0 \quad \forall \ i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, d_a\} \).

A3: It is only required that noise source signals are not be cyclically correlated with themselves and with other source signals at the cyclic frequency of interest \( \alpha \). This condition is weaker than having jointly stationary noise source signals. From equations (6) and (7), since

\[ U(t + \tau / 2) V^*(t - \tau / 2) \equiv X(t + \tau / 2) X^H(t - \tau / 2) e^{-j2\pi\alpha t} \]  
(16)

Then by substituting equations (12) and (16) into equation (8), the cross cyclic correlation is estimated as:

\[ R_{x}^a(\tau) = \langle [A(f_o) S(t + \tau / 2) + n(t + \tau / 2)] [A(f_o) S(t - \tau / 2) + n(t - \tau / 2)]^H \rangle e^{-j2\pi\alpha t} \]  
(17)

From Using assumptions A1, A2, and A3, the cross cyclic correlation can be re-expressed as:

\[ R_{x}^a(\tau) = A(f_o) R_{s}^a(\tau) A^H(f_o) \]  
(18)

where

\[ R_{s}^a(\tau) = \langle S(t + \tau / 2) S^H(t - \tau / 2) \rangle e^{-j2\pi\alpha t} \]

The basic idea of the cyclic subspace algorithms is the replacement of conventional correlation matrix, defined in equation (3), by the cyclic correlation matrix, \( R_{s}^a(\tau) \), in attempt to null out or reduce interference from the output of the array.

**D - Upgraded cyclic subspace algorithm**

Starting from the general data model for the array output signal, cyclic correlation of the intercepted signal by each sensor is given by:
\begin{equation}
R_{x_i}(\tau) = <x_i(t+\tau/2)x_i^H(t-\tau/2)e^{-j2\pi\alpha}> \nonumber
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
= <\sum_{k=1}^{d_k} \text{\tilde{s}}_k(t + \frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \theta_k) + \text{\hat{n}}_i(t)][\sum_{k=1}^{d_k} \text{\tilde{s}}^*_k(t + \frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \theta_k) + \text{\hat{n}}^*_i(t)]e^{-j2\pi\alpha}> \nonumber
\end{equation}

From A1, A2, and A3, the double summation is reduced into a single sum. Thus, \( R_{x_i}(\tau) \) can be written as:

\begin{equation}
R_{x_i}(\tau) = \sum_{k=1}^{d_k} < \text{\tilde{s}}_k(t + \frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \theta_k + \frac{\tau}{2}) \text{\tilde{s}}^*_k(t + \frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \theta_k - \frac{\tau}{2})e^{-j2\pi\alpha}> \nonumber
\end{equation}

As proved in appendix (A), the temporal delay in a signal reveals itself as a phase shift on the cyclic correlation of that signal. Consequently,

\begin{equation}
< \text{\tilde{s}}_k(t + \frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \theta_k + \frac{\tau}{2}) \text{\tilde{s}}^*_k(t + \frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \theta_k - \frac{\tau}{2})e^{-j2\pi\alpha}> = \text{\tilde{s}}_k(t + \frac{\tau}{2}) \text{\tilde{s}}^*_k(t - \frac{\tau}{2})e^{-j2\pi\frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \theta_k} \nonumber
\end{equation}

and

\begin{equation}
R_{x_i}(\tau) = \sum_{k=1}^{d_k} R_{x_i}^\alpha(\tau) e^{j2\pi\frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \theta_k} \quad \forall \ i=1,2,\ldots,\ldots,M \nonumber
\end{equation}

By collecting the correlation functions, given by (20), in a vector form \( R_{x_i}(\tau) = [R_{x_1}^\alpha(\tau), R_{x_2}^\alpha(\tau), \ldots, R_{x_M}^\alpha(\tau)]^T \), \( R_{x_i}(\tau) \) can be re-expressed as:

\begin{equation}
R_{x_i}(\tau) = A(\alpha) R_{\alpha}(\tau) \nonumber
\end{equation}

where \( R_{\alpha}(\tau) = [R_{\alpha_1}(\tau), R_{\alpha_2}(\tau), \ldots, R_{\alpha_M}(\tau)]^T \), \( A(\alpha) \) is the array steering matrix which is represented as:

\begin{equation}
A(\alpha) = [\text{\textbf{a}}_1(\alpha), \ldots, \text{\textbf{a}}_M(\alpha)] \nonumber
\end{equation}

and \( \text{\textbf{a}}_k(\alpha) \) is the \( k^{th} \) source steering vector, which is given by

\begin{equation}
\text{\textbf{a}}_k(\alpha) = [1, e^{j2\pi\frac{(i-1)}{c} d \sin \theta_k}, \ldots, e^{j2\pi\frac{(i-1)}{c}(M-1)}d \sin \theta_k]^T \nonumber
\end{equation}

Since \( R_{\alpha}(\tau) \) is independent of the intercepted signal center frequency, \( f_c \), Therefore, whether the original data, which is collected at each sensor individually, is narrowband or wideband, the cyclic correlation of data exactly obeys the narrowband data model, given by (10) with cyclic frequency \( \alpha \) as a center frequency. Thus, it is possible to estimate the sources DOAs by applying conventional narrow band algorithms on \( R_{\alpha}(\tau) \).

III - Simulation work

Subsection A presents simulation of test signals and system parameters Subsection B compares between the performance of conventional MUSIC algorithm and the proposed cyclic MUSIC algorithm to estimate DOAs of narrowband signals either they are cyclically correlated or cyclically uncorrelated. Subsection C studies the effect of bandwidth of the SOI.
on the DOA estimation accuracy of cyclic MUSIC algorithm in presence of wideband interference signals either they are cyclically correlated or cyclically uncorrelated with SOI. Also, a comparison with conventional MUSIC algorithm accuracy is discussed. Subsection D presents the angle resolution of the cyclic MUSIC algorithm to distinguish between two cyclically correlated signals.

A - Simulation of test signals and system parameters:

According to the specification of the intercept receiver, the signal is down converted to IF frequency, $f_{IF}$, of 150 KHz with sampling rate, $f_s$, of 1200 KHz. The modulating digital symbol sequence duration is chosen to be 1.707 msec (equivalent to $N=2048$ samples). The simulated signals are chosen to be real, which can be expressed as:

$$S_j(i) = A_j \cos\left(\frac{2\pi f_{IF} i}{f_s} + \Psi_j\right) ; \forall 1 \leq i \leq N_b \text{ and } j = 0,1,2,\ldots,K-1; K = 2,4,8,\ldots$$

(24)

where $K$ is the number of signal states that must be a modulo2 number and $N_b$ is the number of samples per symbol duration, which is equivalent to the ratio between the sampling frequency, $f_s$, and the symbol rate, $f_s$. Also, in simulation of wideband signals, the measure of the bandwidth of the incident signal to be narrow or wide is defined as the ratio of the bandwidth of the complex base band signal and its carrier frequency [4, 7]. So, the simulated signal is called a wideband signal if this ratio is larger than 0.2 [4, 7]. The simulated signals are assumed to have the same carrier frequency and an equal power which is 10 dB relative to the background white Gaussian noise and SIR= -3 dB. Moreover, In cyclic MUSIC algorithm, it is assumed that the cyclic frequency of SOI and the optimal lag time, at which the source cyclic correlation $R^e(\tau)$ achieves its maximum, are known or estimated [4, 7, 8]. The employed array is 11-element non-uniform linear array with the following inter-element spacing [-7.5 -6.3 -5 -3.47 -1.55 -1.17 0.24 4.33 5 6.5 7.3]. These spacings are calculated relative to the wave length of SOI carrier frequency. The complete system is simulated using MATLAB software Ver.6.3 [9].

B - Performance evaluation with narrow band signals

B.1- Cyclically uncorrelated signals environment

The simulated signals are generated with the same parameters that are listed in subsection A. The desired signal is chosen to be 8-PSK that has $f_c$ bit rate, $f_c$ carrier frequency, and $0^\circ$ DOA. The cyclically uncorrelated interferer signals are 8-ASK and 8-QAM that have $\{50, 40\}$ bit rates, $[f_c + 20 KHz, f_c - 10 KHz]$ carrier frequencies, and $[-40^\circ, 40^\circ]$ DOAs respectively. The three signal sources are assumed to have equal power which is 10 dB relative to the background white Gaussian noise and SIR= -3 dB. It is clear that the
interference signals are cyclically uncorrelated with SOI because they have different bit rates and different carrier frequencies. Consequently, they have different cyclic frequencies.

**B.1.1 – Performance of Conventional subspace algorithm**

DOA estimation layer searches for DOAs of the incident signals by using conventional MUSIC algorithm. Fig.1. shows the conventional MUSIC spatial spectrum where three peaks appear in the graph. After spectrum search of the peaks, the estimated values are \([-40^\circ, 0^\circ, 40^\circ]\) which are being the same DOAs of the simulated signals.
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The Conventional MUSIC spatial spectrum \([-40^\circ, 0^\circ, 40^\circ]\) in presence of two cyclically uncorrelated signals with SOI. Fig.1.

**B.1.2 - Performance of Cyclic subspace algorithm**

In this subsection, the cyclic MUSIC algorithm is used for DOAs estimation of the incident cyclically uncorrelated signals. Fig.2. shows the cyclic MUSIC spatial spectrum where only one peak appears in the graph. After spectrum search of the peaks, the estimated value, which is the DOA of SOI is \(0^\circ\). Since the two interference signals are cyclically uncorrelated with SOI, their cyclic correlations are zero and are not appear in the spatial cyclic spectrum.
The cyclic MUSIC spatial spectrum $[-40^\circ, 0^\circ, 40^\circ]$ in presence of two cyclically uncorrelated signals with SOI.

**Fig.2.**

**B.2- Cyclically correlated signals environment**

The simulated signals are generated with the same parameters that are listed in subsection A. The array is illuminated by three signals. The first one is the desired signal which is chosen to be 8-PSK that has $60$ bit rate and $-40^\circ$ DOA. The second one is the cyclic correlated interference signal, which is a 8-PSK signal with the same bit rate and carrier frequency and has $0^\circ$ DOA. The third one is another interference signal which is a 8-QAM that has $40^\circ$ bit rate and $40^\circ$ DOA. Note that the 8-QAM signal is cyclically uncorrelated with the other two 8-PSK signals. While the two 8-PSK signals are cyclically correlated because they have the same carrier signal and bit rates. Consequently, they have the same cyclic frequencies.

**B.2.1 - Conventional subspace algorithm**

The results are shown in Fig.3. After spectrum search of the peaks, only one dominant peak appears that corresponds to DOA of the cyclically uncorrelated signal at $40^\circ$. Thus, conventional MUSIC algorithm fails to detect DOA of SOI in presence of cyclically correlated interference signals.
Fig. 3. The conventional MUSIC spatial spectrum [-40° 0° 40°] in presence of two cyclically correlated signals and one cyclically uncorrelated signal

B.2.2 - Cyclic subspace algorithm

The results are shown in Fig. 4. After spectrum search of the peaks, the estimated values are [0°, -40°] which are the DOAs of the simulated cyclic correlated signals whereas the cyclic uncorrelated interference signal does not appear in the spatial cyclic spectrum because its cyclic correlation is zero.

Fig. 4. The cyclic MUSIC spatial spectrum [-40° 0° 40°] in presence of two cyclically correlated signals and one cyclically uncorrelated signal
C - Effect of the bandwidth on DOA estimation accuracy

Here, the cyclic MUSIC algorithm is used to study the effect of the bandwidth on its DOA estimation accuracy in conjunction with the conventional MUSIC one. At first, the desired signal is chosen to be 8-QAM with $-40^\circ$ DOA and 15 bit rate. The interference signal is chosen to be 8-PSK that has $20$ bit rate and $0^\circ$ DOA. Consequently, the two signals are cyclically uncorrelated. The bandwidth of the signals is frequently changed in the range $0.05f_c$ to $0.5f_c$ by step $0.05f_c$ and each time the DOAs are measured. Note that this range of frequencies covers the bandwidth of narrowband and wideband signals. The estimation accuracy of DOA is defined as the absolute of the estimated DOA deviation from the correct angle. In Fig.5., the correct desired DOA has red color while the correct interference DOA has blue color. Fig.5.a. shows that the accuracy gets worse as the bandwidth increases in case of using conventional MUSIC algorithm because it is based on narrowband assumption. Fig.5.b. shows that the accuracy has small variations as the bandwidth of SOI increases. Secondly, the interference signal is chosen to be of the same type of SOI with the same bit rate, carrier frequency, and $40^\circ$ DOA. Consequently, the two incident signals have the same cyclic frequencies. Thus, they are cyclically correlated. Fig.5.c. illustrates that cyclic MUSIC algorithm accuracy is stable around the true DOAs. Thus, cyclic MUSIC algorithm has stable accuracy with the increment of the incident signals bandwidths either they are cyclically correlated or cyclically uncorrelated.
The accuracy as SOI bandwidth increases (0.05 $f_c$ : 0.5 $f_c$).

**D - Resolution**

In general, the resolution can be defined as the minimum difference in a measurable value of certain property of two signals that have the same other properties except the tested one such that both signals can be discriminated. In this subsection, the evaluated resolution is in angle of arrival. The same assumptions of the antenna array parameters in subsection A are used except that the array is illuminated by two BPSK signals with equal power, which is 10 dB relative to the background white Gaussian noise. In order to measure the resolution in angle of arrival, it is assumed that both signals have the same carrier frequency and the same bit rate. Thus, the two signals have the same cyclic frequency. Consequently, they are cyclically correlated and can not be distinguished by using conventional MUSIC algorithm as indicated in subsection B.2.1. Fig.6.a. shows the spatial spectrum of cyclic MUSIC algorithm in order to estimate DOAs of two BPSK signals that are simulated with $[0^\circ \ 6.4^\circ]$ DOAs. The estimated DOAs are $[0^\circ \ 6^\circ]$. SinFig.5.6.b. shows that cyclic MUSIC algorithm fails to estimate DOAs of two BPSK signals that are simulated with $[0^\circ \ 6.3^\circ]$ DOAs. The spatial spectrum shows only one peak that corresponds to $5^\circ$. 

(c) cyclic MUSIC algorithm (coherent case)
Angle resolution of the cyclic MUSIC DOA algorithm in presence of two cyclically correlated signals when the simulated DOAs are:
(a) - [0° 6.4°], (b) - [0° 6.3°]

IV- Conclusions

The performance measures and comparisons has been carried out for conventional MUSIC and the proposed cyclic MUSIC algorithms using computer simulations. It has been found that:

Conventional MUSIC algorithm has been succeeded to estimate DOAs of cyclically uncorrelated narrowband signals but it has been failed to estimate DOAs of cyclically correlated narrowband signals. Conventional MUSIC algorithm has been failed to estimate DOAs of wideband cyclically uncorrelated signals. DOA estimation accuracy by using conventional MUSIC algorithm gets worse as the bandwidth of the SOI increases. The
The proposed cyclic MUSIC algorithm has been succeeded to estimate DOAs of both narrowband and wideband signals either they are cyclically correlated or cyclically uncorrelated. DOA estimation accuracy by using the proposed cyclic MUSIC algorithm is stable with the increment of the SOI bandwidth either in presence of cyclically correlated or cyclically uncorrelated signals. The AAA system is able to distinguish between two signals in angle.

Appendix (A):

If \( x(.) \) is cyclostationary process with self cyclic correlation function \( R_x(\tau) \), and \( y(t) \) is a delayed version of \( x(t) \) where \( y(t) = x(t + T) \), then [33]

\[
R^a_y(\tau) = R_x(\tau) e^{j2\pi aT} \tag{A.1}
\]

proof

\[
R^a_y(\tau) = \langle y(t + \frac{\tau}{2}) y^*(t - \frac{\tau}{2}) \rangle e^{-j2\pi a \tau} = \langle x(t + T + \frac{\tau}{2}) x^*(t + T - \frac{\tau}{2}) \rangle e^{-j2\pi a \tau} = \langle x(t' + \frac{\tau}{2}) x^*(t' - \frac{\tau}{2}) \rangle e^{-j2\pi a \tau}
\]

By denoting \( t' = t + T \), the \( R^a_y(\tau) \) can be written as:

\[
R^a_y(\tau) = R_x(\tau) e^{-j2\pi a T}
\]

It is clear that cyclic correlation function, \( R^a_y(\tau) \), has important property that it is not a function of the time variable \( t \). Also, the time delay \( T \) is transformed into a phase shift.
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